Sally Heller: Material Minutiae

BECOMING SECOND NATURE
From a distance, Sally Heller’s room-size installations seem
ordinary enough. A tall, willowy tree. Flowers. A graceful cascade
of hanging vines. A small stone path. A cozy cottage. Yet, on closer inspection, the material idiosyncrasy of the forms becomes apparent. A tree constructed from dimpled chunks of yellowing latex
foam enclosed in an exoskeleton of twisted floral wire. Curls of
fuzzy, Day-Glo-colored pipe cleaners, wire and beads formed into
diminutive daisies. A black-and-white minimalist curtain of white
plastic golf balls joined by twists of black pipe cleaners. Pieces
of cut brown felt meandering in a path across the gallery floor. A
shanty shack constructed from painted wood shutters and scrap
wood, encircled by yellow caution tape.
The creation of recognizable yet improbable landscapes
constructed from cultural detritus is ubiquitous to Heller’s artistic
practice. A modern-day bricoleur, savvy cultural hacker and urban
archaeologist, she assembles a litany of mundane materials and
cultural castoffs into recognizable yet improbable environments
that cleverly fuse macro and micro, architectural and organic, and
artifice and nature.
Heller’s installations are simulacra in the classic Deleuzean
sense: although the artificial environments she constructs reference elements of nature and the real world, they are not replications of nature, nor are they degraded copies of the natural.
There is no original to imitate. With a sardonic twist, Heller creates artificiality that, as Deleuze asserts, is “pushed to the point
where it changes its nature and is reversed into the simulacrum.”1
Her work questions (re)constructions of the natural – or the simulacrum of the real – by mimicking mass-produced icons of consumerism that are the antithesis of the natural and, ironically, the
very stuff that clogs our landfills.
Much like the artist Sarah Sze, who is known for her intricate,
meticulously engineered site-specific sculptures and assemblages of ordinary objects and – frequently – live plants, Heller’s

work often gives shape to ecological concerns. However, while
Sze mixes natural and artificial plant life with the miscellany of
the everyday as a means of commenting on the interaction of
nature and artifice, Heller transforms her materials into inert ecosystems that present nature as artifice; they address the concept
of artificiality, but go beyond artificiality by transforming into the
simulacrum.
It would be easy to pigeonhole Heller’s practice – in particular
her use of lowbrow materials – as yet another manifestation of
the postmodern preoccupation with high/low art distinctions. Her
irreverent use of prosaic materials – in particular those associated with craft store kitsch and decoration – can be read as a
conscious effort to lash out against the ascetic structures of late
modernist practice. However, she is less concerned with the hierarchical aspects of her materials than she is with their conceptual potential. Fully aware of the central, and often contradictory,
importance of mass culture and its relationship to contemporary
art, she is far more interested in the literal connection between
her materials and the context in which they are being deployed.
As such, she adroitly discerns the dual nature of the found object
as an individualized form, as well as a thing whose value and
interpretation are malleable.
A visual alchemist and cultural anthropologist, she claims to
have “always been fascinated with the potential of mass-marketed products when viewed outside of their intended context.
When making words or images out of these materials, I play on

the ironies inherent in the medium … I am interested in what our
culture discards and what can be made from this detritus…” Her
recombinant artistic practice – that of assigning new meanings to
quotidian objects by strategically combining and modifying them
– has much in common with the Situationist strategy of détournement, a primarily artistic, but often political, technique where
works of art or mass culture are recontextualized in such a way

read as a meditation on
the nihility of modern life
and a reminder of the process of cultural decomposition on a global scale.
And, the ephemeral quality of her installations, es-

that their use and value are transmuted.

pecially the disposability
of her materials, can be
interpreted as an allusion
to the transience and fragility of nature and the human condition. Not simply
wondrous landscapes that
function as visual puns, Heller’s installations are provocative,
fantasmagoric constructions that critique consumption and cause
us to question the boundaries between art and the banality of
everyday life.

Heller’s concern with the throwaway consumerism of pop culture is also manifest in the formal aspects of her work, such as her
use of color. By adopting a highly saturated palette that is pure pop
and candy bright, she reveals not only her skills as a colorist, but
also our predilection for, or ability to be seduced by, the dazzling,
plastic allure of cheap, Dollar Store merchandise. Process and materiality are key to Heller’s practice. As she states: “The tension (in
my work) resides in the handiwork – twisting, threading and tying
mass-produced objects together – these processes result in conflicts such as glut and space and the weight of the object versus
the fragility of nature.” Spatial considerations are also important to
Heller’s work, in particular her large-scale installations, for they are
conceptualized in response to the architecture that contains them
– in most cases, the white box of the gallery space.
Although she admits to being less interested in her work’s inherent commentary on
consumerism, waste,
and ecology than she
is in laying bare the
absurdity of our disposable, plasticized
culture, sociological
commentary often pervades Heller’s work.
Her exaltation of the
commonplace can be
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